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Abstract. Mean Shift (MS) tracking using histogram fea-
tures alone may cause inaccuracy in target localization. The
problem becomes worst due to presence of mingled back-
ground features in target model representation. To improve
MS target localization problem, this paper propose a spatio-
spectral technique. The true background features are iden-
tified in target model representation using spectral and spa-
tial weighting and then a transformation is applied to min-
imize their effect in target model representation for local-
ization improvement. The target localization is further im-
proved by adjusting the MS estimated target position through
edge based centroid re positioning. The paper also propose
method of target model update for background weighted his-
togram based algorithms followed by weighted transforma-
tion through online feature consistency data. The proposed
method is designed for single object tracking in complex
scenarios and tested for comparative results with existing
state of the art techniques. Experimental results on numer-
ous challenging video sequences verify the significance of
proposed technique in terms of robustness to complex back-
ground, occlusions, appearance changes, and similar color
object avoidance.
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1. Introduction
Object tracking is an important and challenging aspect

in computer vision applications. Tracking provides a contin-
uous estimated trace of the moving object in camera’s field of
view. A good tracking algorithm should be computationally

efficient and perform well in controlled as well as dynamic
environment. Summary of different tracking techniques is
provided in [1–3]. Mean shift (MS) [4] is a commonly used
target tracking technique due to its ease of implementation
and real time response. MS is a deterministic iterative pro-
cedure for locating the maxima of a density function given
discrete data samples [8]. In tracking applications it com-
pares a target model density function with current frame to
find out the most promising converging region [4]. How-
ever, in complex scenarios (i.e. same background and target
features) it fails to represent the best nonparametric density
estimate [3], [4], [6] hence causes error in target localiza-
tion. In MS tracking, localization means to find a best target
candidate by maximizing a similarity function. Due to irreg-
ular target shapes, the rectangular or elliptical search window
also includes some background features that introduces the
local maxima and localization error. Furthermore, the MS
algorithm sometimes fail to properly estimate target center
(due to presence of local maxima), resulting in incorrect ini-
tialization for the next frame hence, this insufficiency would
often cause false convergence.

For improving MS localization, a Background-
Weighted Histogram (BWH) transformation is proposed to
minimize the effects of background features [7]. However,
the BWH only add scaling effect to the MS iteration formula,
which is invariant to the scale transformation of weights [7].
Corrected background weighted histogram (CBWH) trans-
formation minimizes the effect of background features in
target model [7]. However, in the natural video sequences
where the background and target have overlapping features,
the performance of CBWH decreases drastically. The issue
is further discussed by [8] and proposed background feature
minimization by enlarging the pixel weighting which maps
to the pixels on the target. The method assumes that all the
pixels on the target have the greater contribution which is
not always true. [13] Introduce foreground feature saliency
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concept into the background modeling to exploits salient fea-
tures from both foreground and background. Recently [14],
applies the structural local sparse representation method to
analyze the background region around the target to reduce
the probability of prominent features in the background. The
above methods use only first frame for background weight
transformation, whereas in natural videos, the background
can change in immediate next frame or after few frames. To
improve the MS localization, combination of target struc-
tural and spectral information has also been proposed [10].
Local binary pattern based structural feature integration in
MS algorithm along spectral information improves target lo-
calization [10]. Histogram probabilistic multi hypothesis
tracker (H-PMHT) using reciprocal pixel intensity measure-
ment is developed to improve the results in intense clutter
environment [17]. The concept of spatiogram [15], [16] for
incorporating the values of the pixels as well as their spatial
relationships fails in case of similar target and background
color. Therefore, the MS tracker requires a true and consis-
tent background feature identification for continuous weight
updation. Due to dependence on histogram based features
alone, MS tracking often produces false convergence [9] es-
pecially when similar color modes exist in the target neigh-
borhood. Therefore, to make the MS tracker more robust for
localization, necessary post processing using some structural
features is also being applied. In [18], a post processing step
is applied by using normalized cross correlation for handling
meanshift target occlusion problem. In [11], target localiza-
tion has been improved by applying post processing steps like
edge based centroid estimation for convergence of tracker (on
the true target center). Canny edge detection through non-
maximum suppression and hysteresis thresholding produces
well defined edges for centroid estimation. However, the
method produces limited efficiency in high textured or edge
concentrated targets.

In this paper, target localization is improved by two
different approaches followed by a target model update crite-
rion. Firstly, a true background weighted histogram (TBWH)
transformation is proposed for MS algorithm to minimize
significant background features effect in target model repre-
sentation by evaluating their share in target features. In first
frame, the true background features that are not prominent
features of target itself are identified for weight minimiza-
tion transformation. The transformation function is formed
by considering the contribution of background features bins
in target model by comparing the corresponding values and
finding spatial displacement from the target center. The spa-
tial displacement of bins is calculated by tracing the spatial
position of bins elements (pixels) through Epanechnikov ker-
nel weighting. As Epanechnikov kernel assigns the higher
weights to pixels that are near to the target center and grad-
ually decreases away from center. In this way each bin can
be categories on suitable threshold for spatial belonging to
background or target. The threshold ensures the selection of
feature bins with majority of background pixels located away
from target center. This transformation guarantees the se-

lection of true background features by intelligently recording
their spectral and spatial share in target.

Secondly, to further improve the target localization, this
paper also proposed a post processing step to relocate theMS
centroid position using object geometric information. The
canny edge detection is applied in search window aroundMS
estimated centroid to extract the object edges. The smooth-
ing stage in canny edge algorithm is modified and Guided
filtering [12] is replaced in place of Gaussian filtering. The
guided filter computes the filtering output by considering the
content of a guidance image which is target template image
in our case. We have demonstrated that application of canny
edge detection on Guided filtering smoothed images, pro-
duces only prominent outer edges while smoothing the inner
texture detail. The MS estimated target centroid is then up-
dated by computing the geometric center within the boundary
as explained in [11]. Target model update is important for
MS tracking especially when it observe a serious change in
target or background appearance. The model update is even
more essential for the backgroundweighted histograms based
algorithms that are based on target as well as background ap-
pearances. Moreover, sometimes a transient change occurs
in appearance and applying the weighted transformation in
target model representation at this stage may introduce an
erroneous update that continue to propagate even when the
target recovered from transient change. A novel method is
proposed to update the target model followed byweighted ad-
justment in transformation applied for background weighted
histogram using online feature consistency data. The target
model update is carried out by considering both the target
and background appearance.

The improvements forMS target localization and online
model update are proposed for single object tracking in com-
plex scenarios and tested for comparative results with existing
state of the art techniques. Experimental results on numer-
ous challenging video sequences verify the significance of
proposed technique in terms of robustness to complex back-
ground, occlusions, appearance changes, and similar color
object avoidance. Following major contributions are pro-
posed:

1) A robust and intelligent background weighted his-
togram method is formulated for MS algorithm by con-
sidering the spectral and spatial contribution of back-
ground features in target features for improving local-
ization.

2) A geometric adjustment in MS estimated centroid is
also proposed as a post processing step using guided
filter smoothing and canny edge detection.

3) A novel method is proposed to update the target model
through target and background appearances for back-
ground weighted histogram based algorithms followed
by online feature consistency data weighting.

4) Performance comparison of proposed method with ex-
isting trackers on challenging video sequences.
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This paper is organized as follows: the next section
presents the related work, including brief introduction about
meanshift, BWH andCBWHalgorithms. Section 3 describes
the proposed methodology that has been followed in order to
improve Meanshift target localization. Finally, experimental
results and conclusions are presented in Sections 4 and 5 re-
spectively.

2. Related Work – Mean Shift, BWH
and CBWH
The standard meanshift algorithm is an efficient non

parametric tracking technique. The brief introduction of MS
is as follows, whereas, the detailed mathematical derivations
and discussions about standard meanshift algorithm can be
found in [4]. MS is a deterministic iterative procedure for
locating the maxima of a density function given discrete data
samples. In tracking applications it compares a target model
histogram with current frame target candidate histogram to
find out the most promising converging region [4]. The target
model histogram is represented by:
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represented as:
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Here Bw is the MS kernel bandwidth and y is the cur-
rent location of MS centroid. The Bhattacharyya coefficient
(BC) ρ =

∑B
b=1
√

cbtb is used to statisticallymeasure the sim-
ilarity between target model and target candidate histograms.
The higher ρ means higher similarity and probability of tar-
get finding. The MS algorithm iteratively search for optimal
value of BC and find the updated target position using MS
vector define as:
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The standard meanshift algorithm compromises its per-
formance in different real time applications. For example, in
target tracking, the background information is often included
in the detected target region. If the correlation between

target and background is high, the localization accuracy of
the object will be decreased. To reduce the interference of
salient background features in target localization, a represen-
tation model of background features was proposed by [4] as
background-weighted histogram (BWH). The aim of BWH
was to select the salient features from the background and
reduce their effect in target feature presentation. The method
adopt the standard MS algorithm and only add a multiplica-
tion step to the target model equation (1) and candidate his-
tograms equation (2) through a background weighted trans-
formation vb .

vb =




min
( B
min
b=1
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)
Ob

, 1
)
. (5)

The Ob is target surrounding background histogram
with area three times as of target area. Later [7] proved
that proposed BWH transformation practically does not per-
formed its goal rather it only add scaling effect to theMS itera-
tion formula, which is invariant to the scale transformation of
weights [7]. Proposed a corrected background weighted his-
togram (CBWH) transformation by applying transformation
vb to only target model equation (1) and not with candidate
equation (2) as was done in BWH.

3. Proposed Methodology
To improve MS target localization, a spatio-spectral

technique defines as true background weighted histogram
(TBWH) is applied to locate and minimize the effect of back-
ground features in target model representation. The target
localization is further improved by adjusting the MS esti-
mated target position through edge based centroid adjust-
ment. Meanshift method also requires model update to over-
come the appearance change of target during tracking. As the
proposed technique is based on target as well as background
features, hence both are considered to be updated when re-
quire. Therefore, to get an effective model update strategy,
this paper propose a novel method for background weighted
histogram based algorithms to estimate the time and type of
update. The method also proposes a damping transformation
in target model through online feature consistency data to
minimize transient disturbances. The detail methodology is
explained in following sections.

3.1 True Background Weighted Histogram
(TBWH)

In MS algorithm, usually the target is selected through
a rectangular or elliptical search window. Due to irregu-
lar target shapes the window also includes some background
features and unintentionally becomes the part of the target
features. It is to be noticed that the main part of these fea-
tures exists in target outer region. Therefore, if the target and
background have same ormingled features, then the results of
CBWH technique are not appropriate. This requires an intel-
ligent method to first identify the true background features in
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Fig. 1. Epanechnikov kernel and bin special pixel assignment.

target model and then apply the transformation. Moreover as
the tracking involves different challenging situations, relying
only on histograms feature is always helpful and there is need
forMSmethod to compensate with some post processing step
involving spatial features. Therefore, this paper proposed
a modified transformation for background feature minimiza-
tion in target representation as well as a post processing step
using target geometric information for improvement in target
localization.

The true background weighted histogram transforma-
tion for MS algorithm is proposed to minimize significant
background features effect in target model representation by
evaluating their share in target features. The MS and CBWH
approaches are adopted in this paper as baseline algorithms.
Themain factor for consideration is to identify the true promi-
nent background features in target model representation that
are not part of target. The transformation function is formed
by considering the contribution of background features bins
in target model by comparing their corresponding values and
finding spatial displacement from the target center. For this
purpose the transformation defined in (5) is modified as fol-
lows:

vb =




min
( B
min
b=1

(
Ob

)
Sb

, 1
)

if Sb > 0 ,

1 otherwise.

(6)

The Ob is target surrounding background histogram
with area three times as of target area. In modified vb we
determined significant background feature bins Sb based on
spectral and spatial share of background features in target
area. The function Sb contains the background feature bins
with higher spectral (histogram) values to that of correspond-
ing target feature bins and having majority of pixels located
near target boundary. The spatial displacement of bins is
calculated by tracing the spatial position of bins elements
(pixels) through Epanechnikov kernel weighting. Epanech-
nikov kernel assigns the higher weights to pixels that are
near to the target center and gradually decreases as move
away from center. In this way each bin can be categorized
on suitable threshold for spatial belonging to background or

target. The true background identity factor Sb for modified
transformation vb is calculated as:

Sb =



Ob if Ob − tb > 0 & ξ̃b > T ,

0 otherwise.
(7)

where ξ̃b is number of pixels in bin b having Epanechnikov
Kernel profile value less than 0.3 and T is the threshold value
for bin spatial verification as true background bins. Here T is
kept as 0.5 × nb , nb is total number of pixels in any specific
bin.

The Epanechnikov Kernel profile and pixel spatial
weighting bin assignment technique can be seen in Fig. 1.
The pixel with weight less than 0.3 have come from outer
target region and if a bin includes more than its half pixels
through this region are spatially identified as outer region bin
and if it also have prominence in background area it is se-
lected as true background bin. The identity factor will ensure
that only those background feature bins are selected that have
higher values than target and are composed of majority pix-
els lying away from target center i.e belong to background.
The transformation vb on the basis of Sb ensures that the
weights of background features that are not salient features
of target are being minimized. The target model feature his-
togram with modified background weighted transformation
is computed as tb (m), and used in standard MS algorithm for
tracking applications.

tb (m) = vb ∗ C
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An example histograms for target model and its back-
ground are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. A com-
parative display of modified target histograms by CBWH and
TBWH against original target and background histograms is
shown in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) respectively. The CBWHmethod
blindly transforms all the histogram features without con-
sidering their participation in target model hence decreases
some prominent target features whereas our proposed TBWH
method only transform the true background features while
keeping the prominent target features intact.

3.2 Geometric Centroid Adjustment
Histogram as a feature, only describes the global color

distribution and ignores the structure of the object, it of-
ten causes false convergence especially when similar color
modes exist in the target neighborhood. Therefore, in addi-
tion to the improvement in target localization through back-
ground weighted histogram method, a post processing step
for adjustment ofMS estimated centroid on the basis of object
features. Canny edge based centroid estimation for MS algo-
rithm proposed in [11] is modified by applying guided filter
preprocessing for edge preserved smoothing. We set the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a) Target model, (b) Background model, (c) CBWH [7], (d) Proposed TBWH.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. MS Geometric centroid adjustment (a) Canny edge de-
tection with and without Guided filter (b) MS Centroid
adjustment

target model as template for guided filtering that smoothed
out small unwanted structural information and preserve the
prominent structures in target area.

After application of edge detection the centroid is cal-
culated using finite set of points along horizontal and vertical
axis within object boundaries. The tracking window is then
placed on the new center point. The detail implementation is
similar to that proposed in our earlier work [11]. Edge based
centroid adjustment provides quick and accurate reference
for MS algorithm to search true local maxima in next frame.
The number of MS iterations has been drastically reduce due
to localization improvement and hence compensate the extra
computational cost of edge based centroid adjustment.

Figure 3 shows an example of localization improvement
through geometric centroid adjustment using guided filter
smoothing technique. Figure 3(a) shows the comparison be-
tween canny edge detection with and without guided filter as
smoothing operator. The guided filter smoothing provided
all the major structural information whereas smoothed out all
unnecessary edges as seen in edge image hence improves the
object geometric centroid marking and updation. Figure 3(b)
shows the centroid adjustment procedure. The biased mean-

shift centroid on left side is updated through true geometric
centroid on right side of figure.

3.3 Model Update and Online Feature Consis-
tency Weighting

A major limitation of standard meanshift algorithm is
lack of model update strategy to coupe with change in target
or background appearance. The model update technique is
required to indicate the due time and type of update. As our
proposed technique is based on both target as well as back-
ground features, hence requires update in both. The model
update event can occur in any of the situation:

(1) A serious change in target appearance is observed while
the background is notmuch change. In this casewe have
to update the target model only.

(2) A serious change in background appearance is observed
while the target is not much effected. In this case we
have to update the background only.

(3) A serious change is observed in appearance of both tar-
get and background.In this case we have to change the
target as well as background models.

The Bhattacharyya coefficient (BC) ρ is used as simi-
larity measure and threshold to apply model update for these
events. We define a similarity threshold η1 associated with
similarity measure (ρt ) between current target window and
target template and a dissimilarity threshold η2 associated
another similarity measure (ρb) exist between current back-
ground and last updated background. We have also defined
a τ function to specify time or number of frames to observe for
temporary or permanent appearance change. The τ is based
on target motion vector and complexity of background. In
our case we set the τ as five frames. The following updates
conditions are proposed to indicated model update in TBWH
method:

Target model update condition: ρt < η1 and ρb < η2 for
consecutive τ-frames.

Background model update condition: ρt > η1 and ρb > η2
for consecutive τ-frames.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of TBWH target model update meanshift tracking.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. Simple background: Ping pong ball histogram comparison (a) Target model, (b) Background model, (c) CBWH [7], (d) Proposed TBWH.

Fig. 6. Geometric centroid adjustment: Ping pong ball.

Target and Background model update condition: ρt < η1 and
ρb > η2 for consecutive τ-frames.

Moreover, applying weight updating directly to trans-
formation vb may results in erroneous outcome because of
transient changes. Thus it requires an online mechanism to
store the previous background feature bins affiliation and con-
sistency so that a weighted update is applied to the transfor-
mation vb after target model update. When the target model
is updated, the transformation vb is also updated with an on-
line feature consistency criterion to add a damping weights
on the basis of online observation. Moreover the damping is
also applied after recovery from transient event. The crite-
rion ensures that in target model update, the transformation
vb is updated not only on current appearance changes but
also involves the effect of online historic data.

Let O+
b
represent total number of times the bin Ob

is selected as significant background feature bin and O−
b
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r)

Fig. 7. Comparative tracking results on simple background object: MS (Fig. a-f), CBWH (Fig. g-l) and TBWH (Fig. m-r).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8. Complex background: Gymnastic girl sequence histogram comparison (a) Target model, (b) Background model, (c) CBWH [7], (d)
Proposed TBWH.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 9. Comparative tracking results on complex background object: CBWH (Fig. a-f) and TBWH (Fig. g-l).
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represent total number of times the bin Ob value is not
selected as significant background bin (from the n initial
frames). A weighting factor wb is computed for last n con-
secutive frames,

wb =
O+

b

O+
b
+O−

b

. (9)

The updated v̂b on the basis of online background fea-
ture consistency is computed as v̂b = vb × 1/wb . The Ob

with maximum weight will assign lower values in transfor-
mation vb and hence lower weightage in target model. The
integrated block diagram of improvedMeanshift target track-
ing using true background weighted histogram along with
geometric centroid adjustment and model updating through
background consistency weighting is shown in Fig. 4.

4. Results and Discussion

The existing MS [4] , CBWH [7] and proposed track-
ing algorithms are evaluated on different challenging video
sequences including videos from Bonn Benchmark on track-
ing (BoBoT) and vivid tracking dataset. For comparison of
proposed TBWH technique with standard MS and CBWH
techniques following online benchmark tracking videos have
been selected based on content complexities and tracking
challenges. One is the Ping-Pong ball test sequence already
used in evaluating different tracking techniques includingMS
and CBWH. The second is the Gymnastic girl sequence and
third is the bike sequence. The first sequence does not in-
clude challenge of background interference and will serve
as benchmark to test the algorithms basic tracking perfor-
mance. The latter two video sequences have complex back-
ground and incorporates different challenges to evaluate the
proposed TBWH tracker as well as comparison with standard
MS and CBWH techniques. The average iteration numbers
of each tracker is measured for convergence speed and qual-
itatively measure the tracking performance by considering
whole video sequence results. The results and discussion
section include three main subsections to introduce the prob-
lem statement and comparison between existing and proposed
technique.

4.1 Tracking Results in Simple Background
Environment
In the first experiment, the Ping-Pong ball sequence has

52 frames of 352× 240 pixels. In test Ping-Pong ball video,
the tracking window contains white colored ball and some
part of brown colored background. It can be seen in Fig. 5
that the target model pdf tb and target background pdf Ob

have clear discrimination in color feature bins. The pdf dis-
tribution of target window tb is shown in Fig. 5(a) which is
clearly reflecting the presence of said histogram. In similar
way the background window has mid concentrated histogram
reflecting the presence of few similar colors present in target
window. The background weighted histogram transforma-

tion applied by the CBWH and TBWH scheme is shown in
Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) respectively. The fig shows that the
outcome of both methods are looking almost same with some
minor differences in histogram shape.

The results shows that all the three algorithms could
track the target well because the target appearance is simple
and almost have no appearance change. At the point when
a little complexity in the form of ball touching the racket, the
standard MS method could not maintained to track the target
while the other two algorithms CBWH and TBWH continued
to track the target to the rest of the sequences. Since CBWH
and TBWH transform the target model by minimizing the
background features so it well discriminated the target from
background while the simple MS algorithm could not per-
formed well. The average numbers of iterations are 2.41 for
MS, 3.35 for CBWH and 3.12 for TBWH respectively.

Figure 6 shows the geometric centroid adjustment in
ping pong ball video sequence. The first column (of Fig. 6)
shows the smoothing results obtained with guided filtering,
whereas the second column shows the adjustment of biased
MS centroid position to the true object center. It can be seen
that new centroid is more appropriate than the MS estimated
centroid. The tracking results are shown in Fig. 7 for MS,
CBWH and TBWH respectively.

4.2 TrackingResults inComplex /Multicolored
Background Environment

In the second experiment we have selected two video
sequences, the challenging Gymnastic girl sequence has 105
frames of 320 × 240 pixels and a more complex bike1 se-
quence with 795 frames of 320 × 240 pixels. These two
videos are having different challenges including the multi
colored background, similar color objects in surrounding,
scale and orientation change, and high speed maneuvering
etc. By considering the histogram as shown in Fig. 8, for
target model and target background, it can be seen that both
of these have complex and multicolored histogram. These
two videos will serve as the test case to analyze the CBWH
and TBWH results. The results of standard MS technique
are not shown for brevity and because its performance is not
appropriate on these challenging videos hence can not be
compared. The histogram transformation due to CBWH and
proposed TBWH can be seen in Fig. 8.

As the background histogram also have color distribu-
tion of target window colors, it is bit difficult for CBWH to
discriminate between true target colors and hence it applies
blind weight minimization transformation. The resulted his-
togram of CBWH transformation have also minimized the
prominent target features while minimizing the background
features weights. Whereas the modified TBWH scheme have
intelligently applied the weighted transformation to the tar-
get histogram and only the prominent background features are
minimized Fig. 8(d). Similarly the histogram comparison of
both technique on bike video have almost same results.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 10. Comparative tracking results on complex background object: CBWH (Fig. a-f) and TBWH (Fig. g-l).

Fig. 11. Geometric centroid adjustment: Bike sequence.

The tracking results are shown in Fig. 9 for CBWH and
TBWH respectively. In the start of Gymnastic girl sequence,
all the technique perform well but very soon in frame 22 the
MS method lost the target due to target abrupt motion as the
simple MS tracking can not perform well when the object
motion becomes greater than its meanshift vector. However
both the CBWH and TBWH also include the outer search
region they continued tracking. When the target features be-
came mixed with the same colors object in background and
to the people sitting in background, at that time CBWH fails
to track the target whereas our proposed TBWH continue
to track the object to the end of the sequence even in such
a challenging sequence.

The similar results are obtained on bike sequences
which is even more challenging than previous one. The
tracking results are shown in Fig. 10 for CBWH and TBWH
respectively. Since the background transformation is not ap-
plied in standard MS tracker, it begins to drift off the target
in very early i.e in frame 15 due to above mentioned chal-
lenges and is unable to recover the failure. CBWH tracker
also drifts off the target when it comes near the similar color
short time occlusion in the frame 78 and is also unable to re

track the object. In comparison, the proposed method per-
formed extremely well on this very challenging video due to
incorporation of intelligently defined background weighted
transformation and centroid based post processing step to en-
hance the target localization. Themain reason in standardMS
and CBWH failure was the start of localization drift which
was allowed to be continued and at the end both were resulted
in failure where as in proposed approach the localization drift
was corrected by centroid adjustment technique.

Figure 11 shows the geometric centroid adjustment in
bike video sequence. The biased MS estimated centroid
shown in top left where it is very close to the boundary of
object. Similarly its edge image is shown in top right that is
adjusted by applying geometric centroid updation. Guided
filtering is applied before canny edge detection for edge pre-
served smoothing and the difference in smoothing can be
seen in bottom left. The centroid adjustment in edge image
can be seen in Fig. 11 bottom right. It can be seen that new
centroid is more appropriate than the MS estimated centroid.

We also included a non chromatic video sequence in IR
mode to demonstrate the performance of proposed TBWH
method with emphasis on centroid adjustment technique.
The video mainly contains a similar target-background chal-
lenge and some nearby objects with similar appearance to the
target.

The tracking results are shown in Fig. 12 and it can
be seen that the target in TBWH results is more localized
as compared to CBWH where beside tracking the sequence
the localization is not appropriate. This error in localization
resulted in failure of tracking for CBWH when target passed
nearby a similar color and shape object. The localization drift
became two high for the CBWH to recover back to original
target and become stick to the wrong one where as due to cen-
troid adjustment, the TBWH readjust the MS centroid hence
the localization is well maintained throughout the tracking
sequence.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 12. Comparative tracking results on IR targets with similar background object: CBWH (Fig. a-f) and TBWH (Fig. g-l).

In comparison to existing MS [4] and CBWH [7]
schemes, the proposed algorithm was able to track target
in whole sequences (by efficiently handling all the above
mentioned challenges). Moreover, the MS localization is
greatly improved which provides the accurate starting point
to tracker. This results in fast convergence with drastic de-
crease in MS iterations therefore, the computational com-
plexity of proposed method is comparable with original MS
and CBWH schemes. the proposed technique is equally ap-
plicable for color and monochromatic videos.

5. Conclusion

The paper presents a robust tracker based on modified
MS algorithm. The proposed method effectively reduces
background interference for target localization in presence
of complex/multi colored environment without compromis-
ing the tracking efficiency. The true background features are
identified in target model representation using spectral and
spatial cues and then a transformation is applied to mini-
mize their effect in target model representation. The target
localization is further improved by adjusting the MS esti-
mated target position through geometric centroid estimation.
A novel method is also proposed to update the background
weighted histogram based algorithms for target model and
weight transformation update using an online feature consis-
tency data. Experimental results on numerous challenging
video sequences verify the significance of proposed tech-
nique. Currently the proposed TBWH scheme is designed
for single object tracking and can be extended for multiple
targets as future work.
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